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Introduction
BigwIndoge is THE next 1000x token, with tons of hype, longterm
goals, REAL utility, and charitable causes propelling it! the

community means everything to us, so we are proud to announce

the first meme token to offer JACKPOT. The JACKPOT is an autogenerated
BNB pool, that is filled with 5% of every Bigwindoge

transaction. Every 100 BNB, Will be given to Bigwindoge loyal

holders!. Real use case. Real rewards. And real moon potential!
Our plans to partner with NFT marketplaces and integration the
coin in multiples businesses across GCC countries and Europe.
Bigwindoge aim to grow faster than the real Doge
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DISCLAIMER
BIGWINDOGE, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website,
smart contracts and any apps (“BIGWINDOGE”) as presented in this

conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted financial or

payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in

this Whitepaper, on the Website, or within the app is intended only as a basic
reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms in a

regulated and/or financial environment. BIGWINDOGE is a decentralized and

community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters,
marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of
governance. The BIGWINDOGE smart contracts are open-source, will be

security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The BIGWINDOGE
token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be
considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind.

BIGWINDOGE is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset-backed
stable coin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself

is not a contract or a contractual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation,
solicitation, or offer to invest in BIGWINDOGE or acquire or use BIGWINDOGE

tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom. Any user of

BIGWINDOGE represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate
technical, administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and after

accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any
portion or element of BIGWINDOGE (including the BIGWINDOGE token). The

user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherently high risk in
accessing, acquiring, or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto-system,
token, platform, software, or interface, including BIGWINDOGE, and further

disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or

indirectly involved with BIGWINDOGE, for any damage suffered, including total
loss.
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BIGWINDOGE HAS BIG DREAM
Bigwindoge will launch for presale and Airdrop in AUG 2021 with the goal
of being a decentralized Unique meme project with a purpose.

Bigwindoge is not a fun meme but with a serious mission , bring crypto

adoption to the main stream with new concepts such as rewards, NFTS,
decentralized exchanges, and credit card for crypto payment on our
website.

BIGWINDOGE SWAP
We will have our own decentralized swap.you can
buy and sell direct from our website

WIN WALLET
We will launch our own wallet which will have

users track their rewards gained from reflections,
wallet balance, coin valuation, and keep crypto
assets .

BIGWINDOGE NFT
Our project includes Realdoge NFT marketplace.
We will allow users to create and buy/auction

their own NFTs and plan to allow users to donate a
% to helping non profit charity organizations

BIGWIN STORE
A merchandise store for $Bigwindoge holders to
proudly support their favorite crypto in the real
world with the proceeds to benefit the project.
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VALUE
01. TRANSPARENCY
BIGWINDOGE is decentralized and supported by its community of

enthusiasts. We encourage open communication and believe trust,

transparency, and community are the 3 pillars to building longevity.

02. COMMUNITY
BIGWINDOGE will be one of the fastest growing and most loved

communities in crypto we believe that only together we are strong.

Community is everything and RealDoge strives to include everyone from
around the globe. We will have multiple telegram and social media
channels dedicated to our international communities.

03. TRUST
cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That means full transparency
not only in the community and development but also in security efforts.
BIGWINDOGE will be audited by a third party auditors and WILL burned

and locked majority of the LP tokens. No rug pulls here only BIGWINDOGE.

04. REWARDS
The decentralized community is fostering and adopting long term

development of the ecosystem and foundation in efforts to drive real use
cases, and greater rewards beyond any temporary trends.
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Ecosystem

Community

BIGWINDOGE is
decentralized and
owned by its vibrant
community. We
welcome and
embrace diverse
perspectives to build
RealDoge into the best
community in crypto.
With a Real mission

Instant Rewards
For every transaction
in the BIGWINDOGE
network a 3% fee is
distributed to existing
holders and 5%
JACKPOT win. That
means you earn more
BIGWINDOGE just by
holding it in your
wallet and get a
chance to win
JACKPOT. Watch your
BIGWINDOGE grow
every transaction!

Locked LP
Liquidity tokens WILL
BE burn and lock.
Additionally, 4% of all
transaction fees are
added to liquidity.
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BIGWINDOGE PROTOCOL

5%

JACKPOT

JACKPOT is a new, revolutionary concept that BIGWINDOGE is
bringing to DeFi! The jackpot is a 5% of the wallet that converts 5%
of every transaction into BNB. Once the JACKPOT reaches 100 BNB,
there will be given away to community members through
competitions and raffles!

3%

REDISTRIBUTION

Our Token Holders come first. BIGWINDOGE wants all holders to
know that we appreciate all their support! so we will redistribute
3% of every transaction back to our loyal holders!
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BIGWINDOGE PROTOCOL

3%

LIQUIDITY

Replenishing the supply at BIGWONDOGE we want tokenomics to
align with our mission. with 3% Auto-LP, which means 3% of every
transaction gets added back to LP FOR HEALTHY CHART

3%

MARKETING

BIGWONDOGE needs to be seen while its at work, and for this
reason, 3% marketing fee will be used so the developers of our
token can focus on getting the Mission and Cause out there, in
front of as many people as possible, in the most efficient and viral
manner possible.
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BIGWINDOGE PROTOCOL

3%

AUTO BURN

with any transaction, a small portion is sent to the dead wallet (3%
of the transaction) from BIGWINDOGE circulation permanently. Your
balance becomes larger proportion of circulating supply.

3%

DEVELOPMENT

Each transaction will have 3% development fees which will help
new developments of use case of BIGWINDOGE
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WIN MAP
PHASE 1

Creative Marketing
awareness campaign
across multiple
platforms
Website launch
5000 telegram
members
Meme development
Bigwindoge is Born!

PHASE 4

150,000 holders
increase marketing
Website Redesign with
up to date functions
Listings on major cex
New development
300,000 Holders

PHASE 2

Influencer marketing
campaign across
multiple platforms
and regions
PRESALE
AIRDROP
25,000 telegram
members
25,000 holders
Third party audit
Voluntary donation
for community +
charity partnership

PHASE 3

100,000 holders
100,000 telegram
members
Mega influencer
marketing campaign
PANCAKE LISTING
Listing on coin gecko
Listing on coin market
cap

PHASE 5

BIGWINDOGE SWAP
BIGWINDOGE WALLET
Release NFT market
place.
$250m market cap.
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Tokenomics & Stats

TOTAL SUPPLY - 100
QUADRILLION

TOKEN SYMBOL - BWDOGE

40% PRESALE

40% LIQUIDITY PANCAKESWAP

10% AIRDROP

5% MARKETING

5% DEV
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Contact
www.bigwindoge.com
bigwin@bigwindoge.com
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